
 
 

Our training program is very different and has two prongs: distance training, and individual 

medley training. Since many swimming programs are built on contrary principles, here are a 

few of the myriad reasons we do what we do: 

 

BIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
BASIC FITNESS. It's no surprise that swimmers routinely win their schools' physical 

fitness contests, hands down. Through daily practicing, our swimmers are superhumanly fit. 

 

KIDS ARE AEROBIC SPONGES. Age group swimmers, at early stages of their physical 

development, have little muscle mass. Because sprinting capacity is generally linked with 

muscle mass, skinny young swimmers are not really built for sprinting yet. But their aerobic 

(endurance) capacities seem almost infinitely elastic and are susceptible to huge increases, 

which distance/endurance training ensures. Put simply, kids are physiologically "built" for 

distance events, and we are taking advantage of that. The strength, and sprinting ability, will 

come later. But for now, endurance training will help them more than sprinting, and it will 

build a firm foundation for their speed. 

Further, if we don't give the kids distance training when they are young and developing, when 

their bodies are most receptive, it is very difficult to make up the deficit later. They will be 

trying to build a house on sand. Early distance work lays the foundation for future success. 

 

FLEXIBILITY AND VERSATILITY. There is no way to tell, based on race results or 

temporary "favorite" strokes, what an age group swimmer's eventual specialty will be. But an 

early and steady diet of sprinting limits a swimmer to sprint events later on, even if his body 

isn't suited to sprinting. Early endurance training gives a swimmer the flexibility to choose 

any event. It is a truism that you can race down from what you train, but not up: if you train 

for sprints, you will not be able to swim a good distance race; but if you train distance, you 

will be able to drop down and sprint fairly well, especially when speed is maintained by 

regular short sprint sets. 

As proof by example, no great distance swimmer has come up through a sprint program. On 

the other hand, many of the world's great sprinters started their swimming careers as distance 

swimmers, or at least were trained in distance programs. Distance training early on gave them 

the endurance to be tough as nails at the end of 100's and 200's, and it gave them the base to 

allow them to train hard and recover fast when their bodies decided they were sprinters. 

 

MOTOR LEARNING THEORY. We are aiming for technical precision and efficiency in 

stroke mechanics. This is easier attained at the (relatively) slower speeds of distance training. 

Once we have "grooved" long and strong strokes into a swimmer's brain and body, then we 

are ready to build the tempo and work on speed. But if you routinely subject a young athlete 

to high-stress race pace work, he will develop short and choppy strokes. He will be fast for a 

25 but not for much longer, and those "dead-end strokes" will be set in stone, resistant to 

change no matter how many hours of "stroke work" he does. 

 

DISTANCE MEANS REPETITION BUT LOW STRESS. Sprint training means intense 

stresses on the body. When sprinting is combined with early specialization, as it usually is, 

then you have a recipe for "overuse" injuries. Endurance training, especially when combined 

with individual medley training, is easier on the body in that the stresses are smaller, and the 

variety of strokes ensures that no single stroke pattern gets overworked. 



 
 

 

QUICKER RECOVERY. Though swimmers may straggle out of an endurance practice 

feeling half dead, their bodies recover very fast from the aerobic training. By the next day, 

they are new and improved. With distance training, kids don't get destroyed and broken down 

as they do from high-stress sprint training. So they are never far from their speed, and we see 

more constant improvement, in practices and in meets. 

 

MOTIVATION 

VARIETY. You can never ever be bored when training distance, since there is always so 

much to think about: pacing, technique, time goals, turns, breathing patterns, race strategies, 

racing with your teammates, etc. There is more variety possible with distance training than 

with sprint training. Distance training, properly executed, uses the brain intensely; and getting 

the brain fully engaged in what you are doing is the key to keeping swimming, or anything 

else, interesting. 

 

IMPROVEMENT. When athletes quit swimming, the foremost reason is that they didn't 

see any improvement. With distance swimming, improvements are easier to make and easier 

to spot. As noted above, kids are physiologically suited to distance swimming and with a 

reasonable effort seem to improve from day to day. And longer distances show speed gains 

more obviously: a half-second improvement in a 50 yard repeat is easy to miss, but a 5 

second cut in a 500 is obvious. Swimmers can see that they are getting faster from week to 

week. These improvements keep kids in swimming longer. 

 

SUCCESS. When swimmers are successful, they tend to like swimming more, and they get 

jazzed about working hard and being fast. And like it or not, distance events and standards 

are soft nowadays: qualifying for and doing well at JO's, Zones, Juniors, and Seniors is easier 

in the distances than in the sprints. Success awaits anyone willing to do the yards. 

 

VARIETY OVERCOMES PLATEAUS. Every athlete hits a plateau now and then, and 

these plateaus are hard psychologically. If a swimmer focuses on a specialty stroke, a plateau 

in that stroke means her entire swimming is stalled. But when swimmers are training in all 

four strokes, something will be clicking right at any given time, no matter how mired in the 

mud one stroke might be. 

 

VERSATILITY (II). By training distance, swimmers can race well in any event from a 

50 to the mile. With distance and IM, the advantages are even greater: swimmers are solid in 

every stroke and every distance, so they can score in just about everything. Versatile 

swimmers are also more valuable to the team: they score more team points, and help fill in 

the team's gaps. 

 

CHARACTER 

WORK ETHIC. Distance training demands consistent hard work. Consistency, 

persistence, and toughness are great qualities to instill in a person, and they infuse other areas 

of a swimmer's life. While sprinting often rewards size and strength, which are mostly 

determined by heredity, distance swimming, on the other hand, rewards not the supremely 



 
 

talented, but the TOUGH. And being tough is within anyone's grasp, even if your parents 

didn't make you six foot six. Guts prevail. 

 

LONG-TERM THINKING AND TRAINING. It takes years to make a distance 

swimmer: no get rich quick schemes will play out. Distance swimmers tend to be patient and 

methodical, they are willing to delay gratification, they proceed step by step. 

 

SELF-KNOWLEDGE. Distance swimming is as much an intellectual and moral 

undertaking as it is a physical one. Swimmers are constantly bumping up against self-

imposed limits and driving past them. They face down their demons every day. 

 

PRAGMATISM 
IT WORKS. Both now and historically, at national championship meets, the strongest teams 

are distance/aerobic oriented. This is a recipe for national caliber swimming. 
 


